Your Obligation Under U.S. Law:
The USCG RRI classification program verifies the existence of minimum applicable spill response equipment under each discharge scenario, establishing a planning standard for all U.S. ports.

It is the Operator’s responsibility to verify capability and readiness of its OSRO. The Operator is liable for the performance of their OSRO during a response.

OSRO SELECTION CHECKLIST

1) Verify Regional Compliance
   - Reference the USCG RRI and State regulations

2) Validate the OSRO’s Capability
   - Request updated Equipment Lists / Responder Resources
   - Conduct site visits, assess equipment condition
   - Evaluate reliance on contracted resources vs. dedicated resources

3) Understand the OSRO’s Cost Profile
   - Retainer Fees, Voyage / Transit Fees for certain zones, AMPD Fees
   - OSRO Response Rates, Contractor Rates & Mark-up
   - Can response costs be tracked, audited, verified?
   - Cost of drill and exercise support?

4) Know the OSRO’s Contracting Capability
   - Vetting, Qualification Process and Training Programs
   - Command & Control of contractors during a response

5) Learn the OSRO’s Performance History
   - Federal and State Readiness inspection / drill performance
   - Response performance track record (ask your customers & peers)
   - Demonstrated ability to scale up quickly for large responses
Providing complete U.S. OSRO coverage to customers across the oil and gas supply chain:

- Tank & Non-Tank Vessels (Inland fleets included)
- Interior + Coastal Rail, Pipelines, Terminals and Refineries
- Interior Exploration and Production
- Offshore Upstream, including operators with high WCD scenarios

Complete, Credible U.S. OSRO Coverage
Reliable, Effective Response

Largest Portfolio of Dedicated Oil Spill Response Equipment in the U.S.

- Largest skimming and storage capacity of any U.S. OSRO
- 400+ Dedicated Response Personnel
- Portable Communications equipment to keep your organization connected
- Advanced Surveillance and Remote Sensing technology to extend efficient skimming operations around the clock

Scalable and Cost Controlled Response

- Applies the right level of support to the spill circumstance
- Verified, transparent billing at pre-established contractor rates

Reliable and Effective Response
100% Success Rate, 100% Pass Rate

- MSRC has never failed to respond successfully
- 100% pass rate with all US Federal and State regulatory verification programs
- Vets and trains capable contractors so you don’t have to

Contact: customer.service@msrc.org
www.msrc.org